Pedagogy before technology.
That's a philosophy embraced by Ann Musgrove, Ed.D., Assistant Professor of Instructional Technology at Florida Atlantic University (FAU), where she teaches undergraduate and graduate courses in technology integration and best practices in online learning.

Ann first came to know the Online Learning Consortium several years ago, when she was appointed to a small team charged with creating the Center for eLearning at FAU. It was through the Center's OLC institutional membership that Ann discovered OLC's Online Teaching Certificate (OTC) program.

“I love teaching OTC workshops, working with the same students over 10 weeks—you get to really know them,” said Ann. “You end up knowing people all over the country.”

This network Ann has cultivated is paying dividends for her students. Through her OTC connections, she’s been able to help a number of these students find internship opportunities that will help them take their careers to the next level.

With her first year as assistant professor of instructional technology at FAU under her belt, Ann believes, “This is exactly where I should be in my career, and OLC has been a big part of it.”

OLC’s Online Teaching Certificate program will prepare you for the conception, implementation, and administration of online learning effectiveness and best practices. You’ll collaborate with, and learn from, recognized experts. Plus, you’ll begin applying learning outcomes immediately. We offer an advanced program, too. Interested? Visit www.onlinelearning-c.org/OTC

What did Ann like best about OLC’s OTC program?

- Exposure to creative approaches not encountered through everyday resources
- Collaboration with peers from a variety of institutions and disciplines
- Opportunity to work with and learn from recognized experts in the field
- Actionable feedback for immediate application
- Inspiration that propagates and benefits those beyond the immediate classroom